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About Little Bee Chapter Books

 Laugh along with,  

Ella and Owen, 

twin dragons  that go on

outlandish adventures,

but (almost) always make it

home for dinner!

Join Sasha and her best friend,

Wyatt, as they set off on a

journey to discover the truth

behind her magical secret.

112 pages

PBK: 9781499803891
HC: 9781499803907

HC: $16.99 (CAN $22.99)

HC: $16.99 (CAN $22.99)

PBK: $5.99 (CAN $7.99)

5x7 Ages 6-8

112 pages

PBK: $5.99 (CAN $7.99)

5x7 Ages 6-8

PBK: 9781499803914
HC: 9781499803921

PBK: 9781499803693
HC: 9781499803945

PBK: 9781499803686
HC: 9781499803938

ON SALE

January 3, 2017

ON SALE

March 7, 2017



Discussion Questions

Use these questions after reading to have a

lively discussion about the books!

Questions for Tales of Sasha: #1 The Big Secret

Questions for Ella and Owen: #1 The  Cave of Aaaaah! Doom!

1. Why was Sasha's Mom upset with her in Tales of Sasha: #1 The Big Secret?
2. How many siblings does Sasha have? List Sasha and her siblings in order from
     oldest to  youngest.
3. What color does Sasha pretend she is when she runs? What about her mane?
      And what about her tail?
4. Who is the oldest horse in Verdant Valley? What is his profession?
5. What did Caleb mean when he said, "Sasha has her head in the clouds again,"?
6. What does Sasha see in the sky when she is walking with Twinkle?
7. Does Sasha walk around the rock or leap over it?
8. What part of Sasha glitters?
9. What does Sasha's Mom think her patch looks like?
10. What did Sasha's Mom and Dad find in a big storm they describe in Chapter 7?
11. What is Sasha and Wyatt's favorite game to play?
12. What happened when Sasha jumped off the mountain?
13. What does Sasha plan to find at the end of the book?

1. What is the name of the place that only knights in shining armor dare to go?
2. What is a dragons favorite dessert?
3. What are the top three things Owen is NOT okay with?
4. Why doesn't Ella want Owen to be sick?
5. What do the twins see in the Forest of Shadows that is rainbow-colored?
6. What comes out of the Ogre's mouth when he speaks?
7. Where does Ella tell the Ogre to put the pepper?
8. What does Owen trade for an ogre toenail?
9. Who told Ella about the Cave of Aaaaah! Doom!?
10. What do wicked wizard waffles hate?
11. What dessert does Ella say she will give Owen if he gives up his ogre toenails to
the evil vegetable wizard?
12. What day of the week is the evil vegetable wizard allowed to be evil?



Bookmarks

Print and cut out these bookmarks to

hold your place while reading!





Event Invitation

Print and cut out this invite, then place it in your

bookstore or library window to showcase your event!


